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Last year, when a photo of a dead three-
year-old Syrian boy — Alan Kurdi, who 
 drowned as his family tried to reach  

safety in Europe by crossing the Mediterra-
nean Sea by boat — was widely circulated in 
the media, I remember seeing the pictures and 
being horrified. I have two beautiful nieces 
and I tried picturing them in one of the flim-
sy, unsafe boats that make these journeys. 
I wondered at what point a parent makes the 
decision to accept that level of risk.

Then I saw an interview with a Syrian refugee 
woman that instantly brought everything into 
perspective. She said, “A mother does not de-
cide to take the risk of putting her children in 
these boats unless the risk of staying where  
she is is greater than the risk of the boat ride.” 

That heartbreaking concept is something I am 
constantly reminded of while working aboard 
Doctors Without Borders / Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF)’s Mediterranean search-and-

rescue boat the Dignity 1, rescuing people at 
risk of drowning and providing them with 
care and safe passage. One day in October, 
when we responded to an exceptionally high  
volume of migrant boats in distress, it seemed  
like there were more young children present 
than usual — including a pair of five-day-old 
premature twin boys. 

When I saw a woman board the ship cradling 
two tiny blanket-wrapped packages in her 
arms, I was immediately on alert. I had a quick 
and unwelcome memory of similar scenes from 
my time with MSF in Democratic Republic of 
Congo, where we often received baby patients 
when it was already too late to help them.

I was hoping that was not the case, but knew 
the boat voyage from Libya, which is danger-
ous for all, is even riskier for infant passengers. 
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Since 2015, Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) has been 
running search-and-rescue operations in the Mediterranean Sea, in response to a 
humanitarian crisis that saw more than 4,000 people perish last year alone while 
trying to reach safety in Europe and flee conflict, disaster and turmoil in their 
home countries.

Canadian nurse Courtney Bercan was recently part of the medical team on-board  
the MSF ship Dignity I, providing medical care to people rescued from boats in  
distress. In the first-person piece below, she shares her thoughts on the pas-
sengers she met who provided the most reasons for both heartbreak and hope:  
the children.

... story continues on Page 4

A Canadian nurse finds heartbreak and hope among the youngest patients  
she meets aboard an MSF search-and-rescue ship in the mediterranean Sea

Children at risk



Diane McKenzie is proud to call herself an 
“MSF mom.” She holds a close connec-
tion to Doctors Without Borders/Méde-

cins Sans Frontières (MSF) — her son, Bruce 
Lampard, is an emergency physician who has 
been involved with MSF since 2001 and was 
the former president of MSF Canada’s Board 
of Directors. 

Lampard has been on eight overseas assign-
ments with MSF, from Afghanistan to Chad 
to Somalia. Most recently, he provided medi-
cal care at MSF’s Ebola treatment centre in  
Kailahun, Sierra Leone, in 2014.

Whenever her son worked abroad, Diane kept 
in touch over email. She even printed off his 
stories and is planning on compiling them to 
create a book. 

Looking back, her son credits his humani-
tarian spirit to his mother. Diane is a nurse 
who worked in the community health field 
and has always been passionate about help-
ing others. Like her son, she was raised in a 
household that also valued the importance of  
giving back.  

“In many ways, our work is similar except 
mine is on a one-to-one basis as opposed 
to 1,000-to-one, as Bruce would say about 
his work,” she says. “I could fully appreci-
ate what he was going through. It gave me a 
very special connection and pride in what he  
was doing.” 

This special connection extends to a long-last-
ing commitment to MSF — both have decided 
to leave legacy gifts for MSF in their wills.  

“I think that it’s so important to look back at 
what means a lot to you in your life, and give 

back,” Diane says. “When you’re involved in 
this end of it, you’re just trying to encourage 
others and spread understanding of what 
MSF is all about.” 

Bruce feels just as strongly about his decision 
to include MSF in his will, especially given 
his intense involvement with the organiza-
tion. “MSF has had such an impact on my 
life that the decision was pretty easy. There’s 
a massive need out there by the organization 
in terms of what they do,” he says. “I’ve got 
some money that I want to send in that direc-
tion, so I’m going to make it happen.”  

SUPPORT THAT MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO 
SAVE LIVES

Bruce appreciates how MSF’s financial in-
dependence makes the organization’s work 
unique. He explains that this independence 
allows MSF to respond to crises quickly and 
effectively, often within 24 to 48 hours. “The 
most important reason for MSF being out 
there is that we’re working with people in cri-
sis — whether it’s conflict or neglect or abuse 
or epidemic-related issues. The needs are ab-
solutely incredible,” he says. 

As a former MSF field worker, Bruce knows 
what it’s like to respond to the urgent medi-
cal needs that legacy donors help support.  
He still remembers the face of the first patient 
he treated in a brand new, MSF-supported 
hospital in eastern Congo. 

“There was no hospital there previously. 
When we arrived, it was just myself, three 
nurses and a few logistics people,” Bruce says. 
When his team first opened the hospital 
doors, no one came. A few days passed and 
Lampard grew concerned about the lack of 
patients. But the Congolese nurses reassured 
him, saying, “Bruce, don’t worry. In fact, 
you’re going to regret you ever said that.”  

They were right. “For months and months, 
we just couldn’t keep up with the volumes of 
people arriving,” he recalls. “But I remember 
the face of the first eight-year-old boy who 
was brought to the hospital by his father. 
All he had was an ear infection but I figured, 
‘You’re our first patient. We’re going to admit 
you to hospital.’ ”

The boy’s admission turned out to be a good 
omen — the team realized that their hospi-
tal was missing lights and food. Frantically,  
they scrambled to find lanterns and cooks to 
prepare dinner that night for their first pa-
tient. It was a memorable experience that has 
always stuck with Bruce.  

“The friendships you’re able to create with 
some of the local people who are absolutely 
phenomenal is pretty important. It’s always 
about the people,” he says. “The relationships 
that you make along the way play such a big 
part and keep us all coming back.” 

To learn more about leaving a gift to MSF 
in your will, visit msf.ca/mylegacy, or call  
Emily Harris at 1-800-982-7903 x3473.

SUPPORTER STORIES
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Bruce Lampard, left, and his mother Diane McKenzie are longtime MSF 
supporters, and both recently decided to leave gifts to MSF in their wills. “MSF has had 
such an impact on my life that the decision was pretty easy,” says Bruce. 

A Former MSF physician 
and his mother share a 
lifelong legacy of care 
for people in need

The value 
of giving 
back



CANADIANS ON MISSION

Name:  Trish Newport

Hometown: Whitehorse, Yukon 

Role with MSF: Project Coordinator
 
Most recent posting: North Lebanon. Run-
ning primary healthcare and chronic-disease 
management clinics for Syrian refugees and 
vulnerable Lebanese.

What impact did you see MSF having? 
Without MSF there, many people would not 
have access to free healthcare, especially  
for chronic disease. Medical care, particu-
larly for chronic disease, is very expensive  
in Lebanon. By being able to access free care, 
it meant that Syrian refugees and vulnerable 
Lebanese were able to spend money on  
other things such as food and shelter. 

What impressions did you take away 
from your experience? The impact of the 
Syrian crisis made a huge impression on me. 
While you hear about it on a daily basis, it 
is different to see it first-hand. Hundreds of 
thousands of Syrians are living in canvas 
tents in northern Lebanon, waiting to be 
able to return home. I lived in a canvas tent 

in northern Canada for 10 years. It was by 
choice, and through the experience I gained 
tons of skills and became very self reliant. 
During that time I felt that the world was an 
open door, and that I had an exciting future 
ahead of me.  During my time in Lebanon I 
often reflected on my privilege to choose to 
live in the tent, as opposed to the Syrian refu-
gees I met who had no other choice than to 
be in their tents, with no clear future ahead 
of them.

What made you want to work for MSF? 
In 1985, when I was 10 years old, I saw my 
first picture of a malnourished child. It was 
during the crisis in Ethiopia. That photo shat-
tered my reality, and ever since then I wanted 
to work with MSF to understand how that 
child ended up in that state and how it could 
be prevented in the future.
  
What’s one piece of advice you would 
give to someone heading to the field 
with MSF for the first time? I would tell 
them to take the time to listen to the national 
staff and the patients, and to understand the 
context. We can’t provide quality care if we 
don’t do these things. 

Trish Newport was struck by the sheer number of Syrian refugees living in tents in northern 
Lebanon, waiting to go home. “I lived in a tent in Canada for 10 years,” she says. “It was by 
choice. ... The Syrians I met had no other choice, and no clear future ahead of them.”

a Q&A with An MSF field coordinator about crisis, care 
and the vulnerability of syrian refugees in lebanon

‘Take the time to listen’

Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF) recently welcomed 
the decisions by the pharmaceutical  
giants Pfizer and GSK to lower the prices 
of their pneumococcal conjugate vac-
cines (PCV) for children caught in humani- 
tarian emergencies.

For seven years, MSF had been urg-
ing Pfizer and GSK – the only two  
manufacturers in the world producing  
the pneumonia vaccine – to offer the 
lowest global price to humanitarian  
organizations, but they refused until 
last September, when GSK announced 
that it was finally reducing the price  
of its pneumonia vaccine for humani-
tarian situations. In November, Pfizer  
followed suit.

“The price reductions for the pneu-
monia vaccine are a huge win for  
children caught up in crises, who need  
this vaccine to protect them,” says  
Jason Nickerson, humanitarian affairs 
advsor for MSF Canada. “Pneumonia is 
the leading cause of death for children  
under the age of five in sub-Saharan  
Africa and the second most common cause 
of death in children globally. Making this 
vaccine affordable to the most vulnerable 
children, those affected by crises in the 
places where MSF and other humanitarian 
organizations work, is a step in the right  
direction towards ensuring that all  
children, in all countries, have access to  
the lifesaving vaccine.” 

One third of the world’s countries have 
not been able to introduce PCV because 
of its high price. Millions of children  
living in countries such as Jordan, 
Thailand and the Philippines are left  
out. In 2015, all 193 countries at the  
World Health Assembly passed a land- 
mark resolution demanding more afford-
able vaccines and increased transparency 
of vaccine prices. 

Improved access to a 
crucial vaccine that 
can save the lives of 
millions of children

A step in 
the right 
direction
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720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 402, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 2T9
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LETTER FROM THE FIELD

For more information about MSF and other ways you 
can show your support, please visit us online at

Charitable registration #: 13527 5857 RR0001 

I was relieved beyond words when she un-
covered the first little boy and his skin was 
warm, his colour, tone and respiration sta-
tus normal. But I was shocked at how young  
he was. When I saw the second baby I no-
ticed that he was even smaller, frailer and  
in worse condition than his brother. He was 
lethargic, cool to the touch and developed 
periods of apnea (during which breathing  
is suspended). 

After warming the baby by placing him skin 
to skin with his mom, I saw his condition 
improve, but he then became too warm and 
was not regulating his temperature properly. 
His fontanelle was depressed, showing us he 
was dehydrated, but he was not interested in 
feeding. This is a challenging scenario even in a 
fully equipped hospital, and requires far more 
care than we could give him on-board our ship 
throughout the two days it would take to travel 
to Italy. 

Luckily, a medical evacuation was able to be 
arranged quickly, and we transferred him by 
helicopter to a higher level of care within the 
hour. We all breathed a sigh of relief. 

To be born a twin and premature is risky 
anywhere in the world; to be born a premature 
twin lacking any access to medical treatment 
is a likely death sentence. I have no question  
that it would have resulted in death for that 
child if we had not been able to get him to a 
hospital quickly. 

With our two youngest passengers safely in 
hospital and our boat at maximum capacity, 
we continued to Italy and finally disembarked 
all our 435 passengers safely two days later. As 
a nurse, it can be difficult to fully appreciate the 
greater significance or emotion of a situation 
while in the midst of actually treating patients. 
(Especially when you have over 400 of them!) 
When you are so busy, sometimes it only hits 
you afterwards. 

PRECARIOUS SITUATIONS

When I finally had the time to process some 
of the experiences from these rescues, I was 
brought to tears while listening to my field 
coordinator tell the story of the twins. The 
precarious new lives of these little boys, and 
the desperate situation of their mom giving 
birth unaided while essentially imprisoned and 
alone in Libya, hurt my heart. 

We had many rescued children on-board with 
us during my time on the Dignity I. Each one 
had their own little, unique personality, and 
they skipped, bounced, played and got into 
mischief just like any kid in the world would. 
It makes me happy that most of them seemed 
unaware of the dangerous trip they were on. 

Their parents shielded them from the worst 
parts of the journey, and their childish delight 
at a balloon or photo of them would light up 
the whole boat.   

I am so happy we were able to give them a safe 
and dignified passage to a new future.

Courtney Bercan
MSF nurse 

MSF ended most of its search-and-rescue op-
erations in the Mediterranean Sea for 2016 last 
December, after rescuing more than 19,000  
people. For updates and more information,  
visit msf.ca/migration.

... continued from Page 1

‘their 
situation 
hurt my 
heart’

One of the five-day-old twins rescued by MSF’s search-and-rescue ship Dignity I  
from a sinking migrant vessel in the Mediterranea Sea. “We had many rescued children  
on-board with us,” writes MSF nurse Courtney Bercan. “Each one had their own personality.”
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